Performance of the greedy algorithm compared to DOCKS. The graphs show the ratio between the greedy algorithm and DOCKS in terms of (A) the k-mer set size generated; (B) the runtime used; (C) the max memory used.
Running time in seconds. Note that y-axis is in log scale. (C) Maximum memory usage in megabytes. Note that y-axis is in log scale.
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In this section we prove theoretical results used in the body of the paper.
NP-hardness of MINIMUM (k, L)-HITTING SET
One of the motivations for a universal k-mer set comes from the fact that the problem of finding a minimum-size k-mer set that hits every string in a given set of L-long strings is NP-hard. The hitting set problem, if a given set of target sequences is part of the input, is as follows:
Set S of L-long sequences over Σ and k.
GOAL: Minimize |X|.
We prove that MINIMUM (k, L)-HITTING SET is NP-hard. For simplicity, we study the problem on the DNA alphabet, but it can be easily generalized to any finite alphabet Σ. We show a reduction from HITTING SET [1] . While the problems look similar, HITTING SET is a more general case than our problem, since in HITTING SET the subsets are arbitrary, while in MINIMUM (k, L)-HITTING SET problem each subset is made of overlapping k-mers. Hence, the hardness of the former does not directly imply hardness of the latter.
Proof. Given an input to HITTING SET, a set S of subsets of E = {e 1 . . . e n }, we generate an input to MINIMUM (k, L)-HITTING SET problem as follows: Denote by m the size of the maximum cardinality set, i.e. m = max Si∈S |S i |. We choose = log 2 (max(m, n)) , L = 3 m and k = 2 . We map each set S i ∈ S to a k-long binary representation of i, where instead of bits we use nucleotides C and G. We map each element e j ∈ E to a k-long binary representation of j, where instead of bits we use nucleotides A and T. We call these representations the set's {C, G}-representation and the element's {A, T }-representation and denote them by f CG (S i ) and f AT (e j ).
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We generate a sequence set T , which is the input to MINIMUM (k, L)-HITTING SET. For each set S i ∈ S we generate a sequence that contains all of its elements'
{A, T }-representations, each appearing twice consecutively and buffered by the set's {C, G}-representation. Formally, for the set S i = {e i1 , . . . , e i |S i | } we create the sequence: We now prove the correctness of the reduction. We start with proving several properties of the solution.
Lemma 1.
A k-mer that contains a complete {A, T }-representation w can be replaced by k-mer ww to produce a hitting set of the same cardinality.
Proof. The k-mer contains a complete {A, T }-representation w. Thus, it can only hit sequences that contain w. Since the sequences were constructed to contain two adjacent {A, T }-representations per element, and since this representation is unique, k-mer ww hits the same set of sequences.
Lemma 2. A k-mer that contains a complete {C, G}-representation can be replaced by a k-mer that contains two adjacent occurrences of any {A, T }-representation from this sequence to produce a hitting set of the same cardinality.
Proof. A {C, G}-representation is unique to each sequence. Thus, it can only hit one sequence, and replacing it by any other k-mer from that sequence preserves the hitting properties of the set.
We now prove the two sides of the reduction:
are hit by k-mers in T OP T . By Lemmas 1 and 2 we can transform any hitting set
to a hitting set of the same cardinality, but containing only k-mers over {A, T }.
These correspond to elements in an optimal solution of HITTING SET. Assume contrary that there is a smaller solution U to HITTING SET. Then, the set {f AT (w) · f AT (w) | w ∈ U } hits all sequences in the k-mer hitting problem, and by that producing a smaller solution, contrary to its optimality. AT (w 1:k/2 ) | w ∈ U } is a smaller hitting set in HITTING SET, contrary to its optimality.
HITTING SET
NP-hardness of MINIMUM -PATH COVER IN A DAG
Our heuristic to find U k,L searches for a minimum -path cover in the DAG created after removing a decycling set. In the second phase of DOCKS we encounter a special case of the following problem.
MINIMUM -PATH VERTEX COVER IN A DAG
INSTANCE: A directed acyclic graph G = (V, E) and integer .
VALID SOLUTION: Vertex set X s.t. G = (V \ X, E) contains no -long paths.
This general problem was shown to be NP-hard in [2] . A special case of the problem, for an acyclic subgraph of the de Bruijn graph, arises in the second phase of DOCKS after removing a minimum decycling set. The hardness result motivates the use of heuristics in the second phase.
Validity of the ILP formulation
Lemma 3. The ILP is a valid formulation of the minimum hitting set problem.
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Proof. Suppose S is a UHS, and define 
